Instructor: Rhema Hokama

World Texts and Interpretations (Fall 2017)

NB: The following scores are compiled from evaluation sheets detailing results from the four student cohorts that I taught this semester.

Instructor Evaluation:

The instructor shows inspiration and commitment to teaching and cares about the students. 4.83
The instructor is knowledgeable about the subject. 4.70
The instructor encourages participation and discussion. 4.74
The instructor is accessible. 4.87
The overall quality of Rhema Hokama is: 4.87

Comments about the Instructor:

- Very engaging prof who engages us every lesson and keeps the pace of the lessons just right
- A very responsible and knowledgeable teacher
- Prof. Rhema is an amazing teacher who incites interest as well as passion in the subject.
- thanks for making world text enjoyable and patient with our unpaticipative–ness at times.